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If Frank Lloyd Wright
and Lady Gaga had a
love child, what would
you get?
Carla Johnson, the
world’s leading
Innovation Architect.

Carla helps organizations that are constrained by old-school
approaches when taking on new-world problems. These
companies struggle with unpredictability, frustrating
inefficiencies, and a shortfall of results. They point fingers and
say they have the wrong people, the wrong strategy, or the
wrong product. But in reality, it's outdated methods.
As the world’s leading Innovation Architect and CEO of
RE:Think Labs, Carla helps organizations design and build
the ideal architecture to accelerate innovation, engagement,
and growth. Having written 10 books and studied both
innovation and architecture for more than 20 years, she’s
developed specific frameworks to help leaders remodel their
approaches in order to boost speed, reduce risk, and enjoy
more predictable outcomes.
After collaborating with Carla and her team, clients
experience modernized cultures that help them rise to the
challenges of the day. By renovating the internal
environment to meet current opportunities and challenges,
she equips leaders and employees to innovate better
outcomes, faster. This streamlined and creative approach
leads to greater engagement, expanded competitive
advantages, and sustainable shareholder value.

"Carla’s energy on stage was my favorite part of working with
her. It’s absolutely contagious! She got the whole audience up,
laughing, feeling positive and energized. She’s an absolute
superstar speaker and her skills blew me away. I loved Carla’s
concepts, and how she makes them funny so everyone could
identify with the problem. Then she backs them up with stories
and examples that made them hit home. I’m 100% having her
back at my next conference. She’s an incredible opening or
closing keynote to any event."
Emma Roborgh, Founder
Marketing Leaders Forum APAC

Carla’s Approach to Events
Event planners shouldn't have to choose between
entertainment and education. With each of her
engagements, Carla inspires attendees to think bigger,
then gives them powerful tools to take immediate action.
Carla focuses on frameworks that apply across industries.
She then personalizes them for every event through the
anecdotes she shares and the stories she tells.
As a former event planner herself, Carla understands what
it takes to deliver an outstanding experience. She creates
anticipation ahead of time, memorable participation
during, and compelling lessons that last long after
attendees leave.

Popular Topics

Virtual OR In Person Keynotes

Architecting Innovation
We want ideas, speed, results, talent, engagement, loyalty and
retention. But we’re building on outdated foundations, faulty tools,
and crumbling infrastructures. It’s like trying to build London’s Shard
with 1950s TinkerToys.
There’s a better way: Innovation Architecture.
In this session, Carla Johnson shows leaders how to build a culture of
innovation by drawing on 5 core principles of architecture. You’ll
learn why you need to flip the traditional approach. She’ll show you
how to design and build with structural integrity. You’ll walk away
with a high-quality blueprint that gives you both form and function
for bigger impact and greater financial results.

RE:Think Innovation
We've all seen the examples of Apple’s product launches, IBM’s
Watson and Zappos’ customer service for anything. They’re held up
as beacons of killer creativity. But in the “real” world there are all
kinds of restraints, roadblocks and crazy disruptions. Those innovative
examples don't have anything to do with us. Or do they?
In this captivating presentation, Carla Johnson shows you how
challenging your beliefs, recognizing inspiration everywhere, and
iterating ideas breeds unstoppable creativity and game-changing
innovation. You’ll learn how everyday inspiration leads to measurable
outcomes that don’t take years (or even months) to realize. You’ll
walk away knowing how to how to introduce new ideas, make good
ideas better and instill a culture of innovation by everyone.

The Six Faces of Innovation
Everyone’s in a pressure cooker: We’ve implemented tech stacks. We
have KPIs, OKRs and NPS down pat. We’ve done everything on our
“digital transformation” checklist, yet we still struggle to break down
silos, create emotionally driven experiences and deliver outstanding
results. Everyone expects bigger miracles with fewer people, smaller
budgets and shorter deadlines. But what if it’s not the tech and the
processes, but the blend of talent that hurts performance?
In this fast-paced presentation, Carla Johnson teaches the six
archetypes every company needs to succeed in delivering top-line
revenue and bottom-line results. She’ll teach you how to construct
economies of skill, not just scale. You’ll learn how to lower walls that
restrict growth and build consensus for ideas, so teams solve
problems quicker and get to market faster.

Storytelling for Innovation
We've set a clear strategic vision and articulated value. Yet we continually hear the worst
phrase possible: That’s now how we do it here. What if, instead of trying to sell people on
innovation, you tell the story of a different tomorrow and help them see themselves in it?
During this in-depth session, Carla Johnson will teach you
why, no matter what your role, you're ultimately in the
business of belief. She'll reveal blueprints to tell stories that
captivate your audience and inspire them to identify ways
to deliver great value. You'll walk away knowing how to
connect the familiar past with the possibility of the future.
And with every layer, you’ll design stories that build trust,
hope and, ultimately, action for your audience.

"Carla brings a level of polished professionalism that keeps the
audience leaning in the entire time she presented her keynote.
And her workshop was one of the most interactive experiences
I have been a part of. The time and care Carla spent preparing
for the day with us helped her step seamlessly into our world
and gain the buy-in and permission of the team to engage
deeply with them."
Chad Dyar, Enablement Leader
Lean Six Sigma Black Belt, OnDeck Financial Services

A prolific writer, Carla Johnson has
authored 10 books.
In her latest, RE:Think Innovation, she shows you why people make
innovation much harder than it has to be. It's portrayed as confusing,
complicated, intimidating and complex.
The truth is, consistently coming up with great ideas isn't a talent you're born
with or a skill that takes years to master. it's actually a simple 5-step formula
that anyone can learn to solve problems faster, with bigger, better outcomes.
RE:Think Innovation answers the question of how to tie individual
competence with innovation techniques to direct corporate outcomes. In it,
Carla shows how to create a unified, idea-driven employee base that delivers
more ideas in a shorter amount of time. Ultimately, this is the path that
makes organizations genuinely nimble, passionate, innovative powerhouses
that deliver extraordinary outcomes for sustained periods of time.

Notable Keynotes & Appearances

“Carla helped shift our team’s innovation into high gear.
She’s an engaging presenter who connects with her
audience on a genuine level. She’s a skilled facilitator who
builds a fun, trusting workshop environment. I appreciate
Carla’s willingness to tailor her topic to the specific needs
of our team. I’m so glad that I invested in her!”
Josh Levy, Vice President Marketing, Inspirato

Let’s connect!
Learn more about Carla’s availability,
speaking fees, services or additional
information by contacting her directly:
Phone
+1 (720) 219-3062

Email
carla@carlajohnson.co

Website
www.carlajohnson.co

